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THANK YOU TO OUR NEWSLETTER SPONSOR

Sears block upzone hits Planning
Commission – will the City ask

enough of IHC?

Meanwhile, a citizens’ coalition has reached out to Intermountain
leadership with guiding principles that they hope will result in a true

“urban hospital,” which Intermountain has stated they intend to build.

Big changes — and a big chance at
rebounding — are coming to SLC’s

western gateway

(Rocky Mountain Power) An October 2020 conceptual rendering of Rocky
Mountain Power's Power District Campus, envisioned on more than 100
acres around its current headquarters along North Temple Boulevard in

Salt Lake City, adjacent to the Jordan River.

Ogden Union Station project: ‘A 200-
year opportunity’

The City of Ogden is hosting a public meeting focused on the Make Ogden
plan, which envisions the overhaul of Union Station, among other things,

on Wednesday, March 22, 2023. 
(This photo is from an earlier Feb. 22, 2023, meeting focused on the Make

Ogden plan at Union Station.)

C. W. Urban breaks ground on
opportunity zone site for the

development of theYARD in Salt Lake
City

C.W. Urban, an innovative Utah home builder, has broken ground on an
8.57-acre Opportunity Zone site in Salt Lake City for the development of
theYARD, a 157-unit single-family build-to-rent townhome community. 

Quarry expansion at Point of the
Mountain gets ‘tentative approval’

despite objections from Draper
ogcials

(Trent Nelson | Tribune ile photo) Geneva Rock's operation at Point of the Mountain, Feb. 27, 2020.

Draper cries foul after Geneva Rock looks to add 77 acres within city
limits to its massive mining footprint.

Do you have any great pictures from
SYMPOSIUM?

Please share with us: naiop@naioputah.org 

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Steve Strong, Hillcrest Bank

Lauren Reynolds, HVS

Grant Lippard, Prospera

Have a Newsletter idea?
EMAIL Jade 
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Refer a friend to NAIOP
EMAIL Amy

Click here to unsubscribe.
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